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ABSTRACT 
The resea~eh he/oped a wc~$arr06I1 Iybrldized rnrr/fippoce~~or v f e n r ,  HybrI~Ii~d Ifncro 
PIpclIne M i ~ l f i p m ~ r  (HhfPhfl* rrbich c o t n b i ~ ~  hva muIrIprorwing reehnfpies -ntacro 
p l p e l i ~  a n d p r a l s m .  This sohvs the prablems msmfated rviih wing mulIIprocessor qs~etn lo 
exffCufc ~eqtntnIi@/ Q&~FOIJ#IS. In addition, .a heuri~llc is der'd~pd for thp qs(ent, I ~ / S  

reconfigt~pg~ ~ Ihs  proc&ssots in each C!IHI~T a d n g  fo fnpt load In order 10 prersw hd 
imbolanre. Aftiitipro~mor sysfem has led lo increased fhroughprrr of sjsrsrn in many app/Ecations 
htch as i111rrge protessfisg. comp!rter graphic and real time JrwenLc. Ii has a h  cont~ibured lo {he 
increasing IIS cf ppmlt~l hr0hrw-e at~ng, r1jrJ1 ;he d~ppei~~ed 4&~1re, 'ivhich sohvs the 
bottleneck ossociures .with high comprlation f m h .  %tpp m d~@reqt.wqys of i#tcmasfng the 
f@roughp~f In a r n u I r I ~ s J ~ g  emironmeni. PamIkIism technlqim: IV&E difirent processOts 
am aIIwa1ed werent parol/e/-a16fosk ar  he same flme. Jn mmrb pipeIfm, dl fire milable 
prmssors mtcsr ssgr~m~Ial& wrk on all  he subla&. SkmwSevrsml resemkrs hawe pwposed 
d@*flljiwnl of n t r t i i i ~ u s s m  wing any ofthese muI~i@mcessing (echrtfqwes. Ho~wver, these 
'rschnfq~ras are a@dicarIon depedcn~ Tkt  1s some appltcatIo~ me seqtte~tio~ f i   here 
aPP,faariom. puraII~I=ing thk k*acIIIIon wtl/ / l e d t h e  rhwgbp~t, Some at~epuiIe t  In whim, 
excauing then? sequentially tvi/l akv redm the thr011&p1. 7AIs ma& so-' qf ?he porned 
nrul~ipmcessur system a p ~ l m ~ o n - & p ~ ~ t r . ~ r ' s  paper pmjases a'reconfigurable 
HybrPdized M a w  ptpeffne Muffipro~smr (.Pw; a hybrid msrlrrprveesdor systent 
that combi~res sequqtial andp~wi ic l  mecutim fechntques in omler to increase the 
mvkipi-ocerso~ rhrutl&puts md moke ir oppIfca#Ion-indepmfmf. W E Q  uses 
homgmous pmcesmr9 ap the processing ~Iemenls. Astreming applimtiun is taken and 
b r o h  into a series of subtush, 'which are prrrafiel msigned to dryemnnt pipdined 
clusfet+~.2%r problm ofmapping each offh oweomkg wit info each ofpipeline stage is 

' sofwd with b simple architecr~~~e aid  helaistic that eflcfmtiy d&gnnine rhe design 
.space. t 

.Index Tern: R~mnftgtrm&l&, Heuristk, Macio P@ekt~  P a r u & h ,  MuItipmcmsor 

INTRODUCTION 
One'.way to i n m e  computing power beyond the range of today's processors speed is to switch to parallel 
mhit&ura in which many pmcessws function mncmently. How can tbe present computing sped be 
.daubIed: or tripled? The answer lies on creating subtPlslcs *rn task, and let each computer or pmessor work 
on each subtask concurrently. Meanwhile prublem with Interdependent sub problems, which requires 
sequentially execution may, not benefit from such concurrent p d e l  prowing. llis makes WafICWalI 
1993) to understudy qpIications.;He mnehdmd that app1ic;ations or' computer probiwns can be classified 
int0.m eg~ri~s.Tlme ffrst camgory consists of applications with low to moderate mounts of paraIle1ism 

= @sanovic Ras Bodik d d 2006),(Wall 1993) with at most tea instructions per eyde with a m v e  branch 
p r 9 i c t j ~  qd.!aw.windaw sizes. The seeor+ category. coniprises applications with large arnouns of 
lhdldishl; witfi'iu leasf fo* in-tions per qcle with.aggressive branch prediction and large window - 
sizes. With this dassifica$on, the fm p u p  can be generally r e f e d  m sequenlid applications, which give 
little or no performance gain if it is pallel  executed on muItipmessor q&m. Meanwhde the M n d  
Wup, galetally r e h d  ro paidle1 applfcatim performs 50-Im Better if p d l d  wcutcd on 
r n f  tipmessor than Sup-scaIar proc&or Wail 1993).Sevd. r ~ m c h e s  have been &ad out on . 
m u l t i ~ ~ o r  ~ s t c n w  based on one technique q anothw; however, a few of fhese are applicatimspccific. 
This paper propwed r metbadolqy that makes multiprocessor system not to be application- specific and 
makes the perfhnmc~&n in0acLme r a t  of this paper organid as 'fdlows: Section 2 gives a b m d  
odw of multiproecsshg techriiques. ; S m i a ~  3 sp~cifi~ the 'rerec~nflgmblle Hybrid Macro Pipeline 
M u E t i w  -MI d i e m r e .  Section 4 gives the d d  view ofthe heuristic for manfiguring the 
NMFM. 
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Multiprocessor Techniques 
There are a number of ways to develop o multiprocessor. Nowadays, the popular one is to execute multiple 
taslcs in parallel in order to increm the throughput in the multiprocessing ehviranrnmt under the influence 
of a supparting operating system (Olukohln ; Olukotun and Hammond ; OIukotun, Nayfeh et al. 1996). 
Another way to use ,multiprocessor for muhiprocessing is to accelerate the execution of sequential 
applications by using course level pipeline concept called Macro Pipeline (MP) (Howartha Nazif 198 1). MP 
is a course IweI pipeline done at the procesmrs' level. It is prfommces enhance multiprocessing 
technique, which enables several sub of a process to be in various siagw of execution at once. It 
decomposes a process into sequence of sub processes, which can be executed by autonomous processing unit 
or processor simultaneously instead of concurrentIy like the p d e l  concept By sharing these pmcesshg 
units among seved sub processes, MP offers an overlapped processing of activities of one process with 
those of others, thw increasing the rate at which processes are cornpIeted Po, Ling et al. 2OQ9].The MP 
regards an application as a process and executes the derived sub process~s consecutively on a chain of 
processing elements [Olakanmi 2007). It makes use of vector processing paradigm, by indicating Ihe 
opmtion to be perfbrmed md specifies the list of opwands (called vector) on which to operare. However, 
squerrtid applications perform 30% better on single p r o c ~ ~ a r  than multipmcessor architectu~.*;~~ereforeII 
it amounts 20 computational-power wastage if such program is executed on a mu1tipr~~sors~stem;'w~ch.. 
does not have theabiity to execute sequential applications.Many works have been done on the use of m a c i  
pipeline technique and development of a re&&urable rnu~~~mcessor system. One of thest is. DART 
(David, . et al. 20021, a mnfigurable multiprocessor system. It consists of four pipeline clusters working 
independently of one another. The communication between these elusers is performed through a shared 
memory and some rewnfigurable point-to-point connection. A programmable processor synchronizes 
DART operations. A cluster consists of six coarse [pain reconfigurable data path and a fine grain FPGA 
core-Another example is MaRS (Tabrizi, B a g h e d h  et f 2004.); a multiprocessing system which uses 

. macro pipeline concept for multimedia processing and wireless communication. It contains 2D mesh of 32- 
bit processing elements with a router f& muting the data or imtmctions to neighbor'ing procasing elements. 
MaRS is an improvement on MorphoSys. Some of the w e h s e s  of Morph&ys are worked. For example, 
it improw on MorphoSys inter PE ~rnmunicafion by ?he USE of muter instead of global buses which may - introduce delay in data signal transmission. Zn addition, memory h i m h y  in MotphoSys is improd 
b u g h  the inclusion of in-chip memory. This solves the bdenecked-constraint intmduced by some non- 
streaming data intensive application such as binary spatial partitioning- based ray tracing mbriri, 
BaghwzarIeh et a1 2004.). MaRS is reoonf@~mbIe based on the number of proeessjng elements participating 
in the macro pipeline stages. Although MaRS. removed averhead caused by buses delay, however, it brings 
cost ovehead through the inclusion of mter.PMMA (Gftare rrnd Soo-Youna is a n a ~ e r  linear array 
multiprocessor, which uses macro pipeline mehod to increase the throughput of system. It engages dy~~amic 

.reconflguration scheme to remove load imbalance in the pipeline stages using the execution time at each 
stage computed during the sequential execution. The ratio of the stages' execution time is used to generate 
rhe recanfiguration ratio. It is not flexible. The workload is not constant. If the previous application 
specification used for mbriifigmtion differs from next workload specification, the reconfigurat ion may 
bring a worse performance. Contrary to PMMLA &configuration heuristic, HMPM uses application's cycles 
in formula~ing the reconfiguration heuristic md does not use the previous workload cycles in determining 
the P I 3  configuration for the next workload. MMPM is an advanced hybrid multiprocessor, which is not 
application-specific. I t  ~operatcs in hva levels; first level inter connection is where paralie! subtasks are 
schedule to each duster and the second level interconnection is the inner layer of HMPM, which uses mat? 
pipeline technique fb execute assigned subtask. It exploits the advantages'of the two multiprocessing 
techniques to salve the bottlenecked constraints in some of the earlier proposed multiprocessors. Poinring to 
this is the Wall's {Tabrizi, Bagherradeh et al. ; 2004) conclusion about multiprocessing sequential and 
parallel applications. In relation to this, is M a w  that use5 macro pipeline technique, and an application- 
specific multiprocessor. In furtherance, if MaRS is used to execute application with large grained thread- 
level padlelism workloads, the superscalq micro architeetue performs 30% better than MaRS. The reawn 
lies with overheads introduced by the macro pipeline technique used by Maw. However, the multiprocessor 
MaRS performs 50-100% better fhm the wide superscalar micro architemre if used to esecute sequential 
application. 

Reconfigurable Hybrid Macro Pipeline Multiprocessor (HMPM) Architecture 
Recent researches 'have targeted scheduling, mapping, rnultipmcessing tec11niques and reconfigurntion 
heuristic for both homogeqeous and heterogeneous multiproce~ors. Meanwhile HMPM proposes b l v  the 
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sequential and @lei execution techr;iques can mexist in rnu~ti~roce& system. It also proposes a 
heuristic for determining the efficient architecture based on the tasks' md allocated subtask' cycles on h e  
rnultipbessot system. ?he HMPM consists of two layen operation; the fvst level of inrerconnection 
contains four clusters each representing pwaIfel unit in massive pd le l i sm multiprocessor system. The 
second level of interconnection cluster contains number of processing elements PEs, which uses macro 
pipeline to execute subtask. The intercluster and intracIuster communication are performed through the four 
buses. 

Buses 
The HMPM uses bidirectional buses for in~rcIuster and intracluster communication; the lower bus provides 
highway for the aliocsted subtasks to the first PE of each cluster. Upper four buses plrysically connected all 
the PEs in each cfuher into ring topology. In order to remove bus contention, switch is introduced at the 
connecting point of each PEs. Once the switch is set there will be single sender on a bus at a time, hence 
remove the use of hardwm md so* for bus control. In HMPM there will never be buses overhead 
caused by either hardware or sofhwm bus controller.ln the HMPM, task partitioning is performed 14th 
respect to critical path and level of p d l e l i m  in the task At the c!usm level, HMPM uses the level of 
parallelism in fhe application to partition the application into subtasks for each cluster. Therefore, it makes 
the multiprocessor at the ftrst intemnnmion or cluster level to efficiently execute all the subtash in 
parallel. Meanwhile at the PEs or second. interconnection level, critical path is used to reparlition the 
allocatd subtask of the cIuner. Ctitieal path is referred to 8s *call linlr with rhe mosi time consumption in a 
function call graph of an application. Tt should be noted for some applications the critical path mny be 
known, that is critical path information might have been stored during programming or provided by este~nal 
tool It is assumed hat the critical path informarion and number of cycles of the application are stored during 
programming. The HMPM contains a controller, which is a h  a processing elanent The controller 
performd the partitioning fbr the first and second level interconnection using parallelisnl and critical padl 
rrspectiveIy for partitioning the task into subtasks that will allocated to different clusters. 

Cluster 
To ensure parallel and sequential executions in HMPM, thearchitecture is split into moduIarized units called 
cluster. In &cb cbtw, there is a specific number af proeqing etemenis arranged in pipeline pattern. The 
nupber of the pmssing elements for each cluster i s  not s~atic. It depends on the workload assigned to the 
cluster. This ensures load kl&ce.Once a duster is over loaded, the HMPM senses this and reconfigure the 
architecture by reassigning more p m s i n g  elemenr(s) to Bat cluster. As HMPM monitors over-loading in 
clusters so it senses under-loadiig in clusters, by releasing some of iw processing elements to its neighboring 
clusters that me overloaded using the reconfiguration ratio. 

. Fig 1: Reconftgurable Hybrid Macro PipeIineMultipro&r Aichitecture . 
Heuristic for Reconflgtmtion of HMPM 
To whew Ioad i m b d w  during reeonfigwration of HWM, the new configuration must satisfied both the 
new input wolacroad and dependence eonstrains M u & .  Although input dependence constraint would be 
taken m e  of by the partitioning controIler because it is assumed that for, HMPM critical path and 
dcptndmm information would be stored with the application (during programming). However, no matter 
how p&ct the scheduler or controller may be, changing the workload will fundammtally introduced 
imbalanet if raeonfigumtion of the archi- is not done. Possibilities of allocating big chunk of task to 
low apacity cluster can ocmr. It eventually leads to workload iml+almce, which defeats the performance 
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objective of HMPM as a whole. Thus, there is need for a perfect heuristic that forces load balance on the 
HMPM=lb get a new configuration NC, the subtask cycles xl (Le-q,.:., x,), the corresponding total 

elements in each cluster Ci (i.e,PE,, ..., PE,) and, task cycles Tc will be used to formulate the 

reeon figuration ratio. Where Tc = m + v and assuming v rep=& queue and buses overhead. 
1-0 

The recotlfiguratlon mtio (PC') will be the ratio of subtask's cycles (x) allocated to c1wter to W s  cycb 
m n 

(Tc) multiply by the. CZ PE, ( i r  total number of pmceving element of the entire clusters) to give the 
I-0 Id 

new monfiguratjon ratio for each cluster (PEI', ...., PL3. The under Iisted conventions are used for the 
mnfigwation h d s t i c s  of HMPM: 
TG: Taskcycles. 
c: Total number of clusters in HMPM. 
: - Number of b i i o m l  almunication buses. 
Cc-' The ith CIWW in the I-QfPM. 
xi: ' Total cycles of submk to ith cluster. 
P :  Total number of processing dements (PE) in ith cluster of WPM Won reconfiguration. 
P&': Total number of pmcessfng elements (PE) in ith duster of W M  after reo~nfigumtion. 
5: Procasing element ith in the' clwtw of HMPM -. 

OC: O r i g i i  HMPM before reeonfigmation L='I 

NC: WMPM &r reconfiguration. 
N: Number of subtaslcs 
Then, 

P & = ~ I  
I 4  

n 

Tc = x;.cr +v , where v is the queue and buses overhead 
M 

Then, the reconfiguration ratio for each cluster is 
P 

PA = xr Tci* PEI ( q{4,. . . , x,), (C, , . . ., C,), (PE, ,. . . , PEJ] 
i-0 

Consider for the entire clusters; 
I f  P&'> PEI then 
Le. change cluster status 6f G + I ~ E I ]  to ~ i & +  11 cluster status 

else 
CI + I[&] = G[&] 
Le. change cluster status of c,[E.] to Ct +![EI] cluster status 
The above heuristic transformed into program segment shown below: 
while (HMPM lorded) 
getTaskcycleU / I  this function get the workload cycle before partitioning. 
getsubtaskcycle0 //get the allocated subtasks cycles for dl the available 

//clusters., 
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while (PE' * PA% ) 

p ~ , '  > PE, lkeconfigure dl the clusters to maintain 
I/ load balance for the new rask 

reset st8-c Cr + I. B ) //attach the reconfigure processing 
//dernenfs to new cluster 

, C[E~+;J=G+I[EI] 
PEi=Pf i - t l  

Else if P&'* PEI 
I 

c, + I{&] = G[&] 
reset status(G. f i g )  //attach the teeonfigure processing 

//elements to new cluster 
Pa+ 1 

CONCLUSION AND ONGOING WORK 
This paper has proposed a design fbr a hybrid rnuItiprmessor system, which hybridizes the macro pipeline 
and  parallelism^ techniques to increase the throughput of high computational, tasks. It also provides a 
heuristic, which the design uses 'to adjust itself to variant inputs. The buritistie prwerrts Ioad imbalance in the 
architecture. Work is still on going on the simulation af this design; however, it is concluded that: 

HMPM wilt potentially provide higher throughput than susupeiscalar micro architectwe. 
HMPM is not applicationdependent. 
The reconfiguration heuristic is simple and more eficientthm using the execution time of previous Ioad 
to determine rhe next configuration. 
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